In Science we will be learning about
rocks by

In History and Geography we
will be….



Learning about the Ancient
Egyptians. We will find out about:





comparing and grouping together
different kinds of rocks on the basis of
their appearance and simple physical
properties
describing in simple terms how fossils are formed when things that have
lived are trapped within rock
recognising that soils
are made from rocks
and organic matter.

We will also be using instruments
and copying a short piece of music,
playing by ear.

Why the river Nile was and is so
important to Egyptians



Egyptian rituals including mummification



Egyptian food and drink

In Art and DT we will be…
Designing clay pots to make
sculptures similar to those found
in ancient Egypt.
We will be cooking and eating
some tradition Egyptian foods.

In Music this term we will be…
Thinking about the phrases in a
song, and exploring how posture,
breathing and diction are important
when singing.



Learning about Mountains and Volcanoes

In MFL this term we
will be…

Year Three

Learning French
vocabulary linked to
ourselves and family members,
thinking about Mardi Gras and how
birthdays are celebrated in France.

Spring Term 2019
In PSHE this term we are
thinking about..

In Computing this term we will be…


Improving our word processing skills using word



Using Powerpoint to present
information

Our own safety in a range
of contexts.
We will also be thinking about keeping
healthy and personal hygiene and why
this is important.

In PE we will be… Swimming and outdoor /indoor problem
solving and orienteering

In RE this term we will be…
Focusing on creation
stories from around
the world, including
major world religions.
We will also complete some focused
work on Easter, considering the
question: Is Easter a festival of new
life or sacrifice?

In English this term we will be…

In Maths this term we will be…



Learning about apostrophes, commas, clauses, different tenses, paragraphs and inverted commas.



Looking further into multiplication and division
(recalling and using x and ÷ facts, solving problems)



Reading and writing fables and newspaper reports
with some of this work linked to our
topics.



Learning about time (telling, writing, estimating, recording and comparing)



Working on fractions (recognising and
using fractions as numbers, writing fractions, counting up and down in tenths)


Writing kennings, haikus and
tanka poems.

